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Executive summary  

In this deliverable, we present a structure for a typology of cultural landscapes focussing 

explicitly on cultural heritage. By revealing the location and variation of cultural heritage 

landscapes across Europe, this typology can help identifying landscapes that would benefit 

from more protection of cultural heritage. The typology can also generate awareness about the 

unique landscapes in Europe among policymakers, scientists and the people. Moreover, the 

typology unites those landscapes showing strong resemblance and caters for better aligning of 

conservation efforts of cultural heritage on those landscapes. For this typology, we set out 

four specific goals: (1) capture the diversity of Europe’s cultural landscapes; (2) support 

targeting policy efforts protecting and investing in cultural landscapes; (3) provide spatial 

context for HERCULES case studies as well as other local studies of landscape change; and 

(4) provide a platform for empowering local communities through publically available 

information on the occurrence of cultural landscape types. 

We will first provide a brief review describing how cultural landscapes are mapped and 

classified throughout Europe in both national and European typologies. Based on the cultural 

landscape framework, as developed in WP1, we subdivided the review of these typologies in 

three dimensions of the cultural landscape: (1) structure and land use intensity, (2) landscape 

history, and (3) value and meaning. Per dimension, we reviewed both national and European 

typologies with the aim of drawing inspiration for the proposed typology. Subsequently we 

propose a method for developing a new typology, based on three separate geospatial layers 

(one for each dimension).  

A typology on a continental scale provides many advantages over a mere assemblage of – 

often incomparable – local and national typologies. Large-scale typologies, however, also 

carry a major drawback: conventional survey techniques to characterise the landscape, which 

are often used in local studies, are not feasible on a continental scale. Working on a European 

scale requires a fine balance between internally valid operationalisations of concepts on the 

one hand, and a sound sense of pragmatism in making best use of the available data on the 

other. The proposed typology will necessarily often have to rely on proxy variables due to the 

lack of European wide data on concepts such as cultural identity, landscape meaning or 

cultural heritage. 

The structure and land use intensity dimension layer consists of agricultural intensity, field 

size, linear elements and forest harvesting intensity. The second layer, representing the history 

dimension, consists of a map indicating the historic persistence of landscapes during the 20
th

 

century, while the third layer, representing value and meaning, is based on bundle of proxies 

representing visual preferences, local food products and protected landscapes. A combination 

of two or three of the cartographic layers can reveal where cultural heritage landscapes in 

Europe are found. The Knowledge Hub will allow users to freely combine the variables in 

these three layers, depending on the specific purpose of application of the typology. 

Typologies on each of the three dimensions separately, as well as an integrated typology 

combining the three dimensions, will be presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the 1980s, there is a growing concern among both policy makers and academic 

researchers regarding the polarisation of European cultural landscapes. A wide range of 

drivers, including economic growth, technological change and policies resulted in expansion, 

intensification and scale enlargement of agriculture throughout Europe (Van Vliet et al. 

2015). At the same time, widespread farmland abandonment occurs in Europe due to 

increasing yields on productive lands and displacement of agricultural production to areas 

outside Europe (Estel et al. under review). Impacts of these fundamental changes on cultural 

landscape can vary from region to region, however, a universal tendency towards the 

‘decoupling of the sociocultural and ecological subsystems in cultural landscapes’ can be 

recognised, leading to degradation of landscape values and services (Plieninger et al. 2013, 

Fischer et al. 2012). 

Within the context of these developments, the HERCULES project strives for the 

empowerment of public and private actors to protect, manage, and plan for sustainable 

landscapes of significant cultural, historical, and archaeological value at local, national, and 

pan-European scales. For this purpose, it is vital to know the current distribution of cultural 

heritage landscapes across Europe. Yet to date there is – to our knowledge – no European 

landscape typology with a specific focus on cultural heritage. To fulfil this need, we propose a 

new typology of cultural landscapes focusing specifically on the identification of cultural 

heritage within the landscapes of Europe. In this way we provide an idea of the ‘allocation’ of 

cultural heritage across the EU and Switzerland. 

By revealing the location of cultural heritage across Europe, our typology can help identifying 

which landscapes deserve more attention in order to protect cultural heritage. The typology 

can generate awareness of unique landscapes in Europe among policymakers, scientists and 

the people. Moreover, the typology can unite those landscapes showing strong resemblance 

and cater for better conservation of cultural heritage on those landscapes. The cartographic 

layers that will be created for this typology will be made publically available via the 

HERCULES Knowledge Hub. Through open access to the cartographic layers, the typology 

can be used for many purposes by many different people. As such, the typology might 

become a useful tool for landscape practitioners aiming at planning and conserving cultural 

heritage on landscapes. 

For this typology, we set out four specific goals:  

1. Capture the diversity of Europe’s cultural landscapes;   

2. Support targeting policy efforts for protecting and investing in cultural landscapes;  

3. Provide spatial context for HERCULES case studies as well as other local studies of 

landscape change;  

4. Provide publically available information on the occurrence of cultural landscape types 

to empower local communities.  

A typology on a continental scale provides many scale advantages over a mere assemblage of 

– often incomparable – local and national typologies (Groom 2005). A continental typology 

can especially cater for comparability among different regions which is important to 

accomplishing the above mentioned four goals of this typology. However, broad-scale 
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typologies also carry a major drawback: conventional survey techniques, which are often used 

in local studies, are not feasible on a continental scale. Working on a European scale requires 

a fine balance between internally valid operationalisations of concepts on the one hand and a 

sound sense of pragmatism on the other. Due to the lack of European wide data on concepts 

such as cultural identity, landscape meaning or cultural heritage, the proposed typology will 

therefore necessarily often have to rely on proxy variables which may not capture the 

approximated dimensions in an ideal fashion, but are, within the constraints of data 

availability, the closest we can get. 

To create this new cultural landscape typology, we first identify how cultural heritage is 

incorporated in existing typologies and landscape classifications. Although a European 

typology with the explicit focus on cultural heritage is not available, many existing landscape 

typologies (on both a national and continental scale) used indicators that can be useful. In this 

deliverable, we first explain how the proposed typology will be structured in congruence with 

the framework of Plieninger et al. (2014) on the ‘cultural landscape approach’, developed in 

work package (WP) 1 of the HERCULES project and documented in deliverable 1.1. In 

Chapter 3 we give a brief review of existing landscape typologies and European indicators for 

cultural landscape aspects. Drawing from this review, we then propose a European-wide 

typology of cultural landscapes reflecting the ideas of the cultural landscape framework.  

Project context 

This report, deliverable 4.1 of the HERCULES project, provides the main approach for 

actually mapping the typology that will be documented in Deliverable 4.3. Hence this report 

does not provide the actual map of the typology. In this report we indicate and argue what 

data will be used and to what type of landscape categories this will lead for the final typology. 

Although the actual mapping will be done later, preliminary maps are provided in this report. 
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2 Framework for a Cultural Landscape Typology 

The cultural landscape framework of Plieninger et al. (2014:7) aims at providing a framework 

for the study of cultural landscapes “through the lens of ecosystem change and society 

interactions”. Six dimensions of landscapes are identified to integrate different understandings 

of cultural landscapes: social-ecological linkages; landscape structure and land use intensity; 

landscape history; driving forces, processes, actors; landscape values and meanings; and 

cultural landscape management.  

Figure 1 shows how these dimensions are linked in the cultural landscape framework, and 

how they will be used in the proposed typology. The structure and land use intensity, the 

value and meaning of the landscapes, and the landscape history will form the backbone of the 

proposed typology. These are factors that can be found directly on the physical landscape 

itself. In contrast, the dimensions ‘driving forces’ and ‘cultural landscape management’ focus 

on the change of, or in the landscape. Since they do not provide any extra information on the 

current state of the landscape, they will not be included within our typology. Driving forces 

and management that formed the landscape in the past leading to its current form (and hence 

are visible in the current landscape) will however be included, but are operationalised within 

the other three dimensions.  

 

Figure 1. Dimensions of cultural landscape approach in typology 

Together, structure and land use intensity, history, and value and meaning of the landscape 

form a system where the parts are both interlinked to each other as well as linked to the 

biophysical structure of the landscape, i.e. they comprise the social-ecological linkages in the 

landscape. The three dimensions forming this typology are interlinked with each other and 

will often overlap. For instance, the history of a landscape can often be ‘read’ from its 

structure and is simultaneously adding cultural value or meaning to the landscape.  

In Chapter 3 we discuss how the three dimensions are represented in indicators of existing 

landscape typologies. We will give a very brief and certainly not an exhaustive overview of 

different typologies. 
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3 Indicators in Landscape Typologies  

In this chapter we elaborate on the three main dimensions of the cultural landscape 

framework: (1) structure and land use intensity, (2) landscape history, and (3) value and 

meaning. We elaborate on how to use these dimensions for underpinning a cultural landscape 

typology. To do so, we make use of the existing European and national typologies that map 

cultural heritage. We give a short overview on how the dimensions are used in these existing 

typologies, on both continental as well as national scale. Finally, we evaluate the availability 

of data on a European scale for these dimensions. 

3.1 Structure and Land Use Intensity 

James Scott (Box 1) uses the metaphor of agricultural scale enlargement to illustrate his 

famous thesis on failing schemes designed to improve the legibility of too complex systems.  

Revolutions in agriculture led to enormous 

increases in crop yield during the twentieth 

century and beyond, but has also induced a 

severe decline in biodiversity (Robinson and 

Sutherland 2002) and landscape elements (Van 

der Zanden et al. 2013). For better or worse, the 

agricultural landscapes of Western society have 

been altered by humans for their own benefits, 

hugely influencing the structure of these 

landscapes and ecosystems within it. This dimension concerns tangible and visible aspects of 

the landscape and is thus the most straightforward to quantify. 

3.1.1 National Typologies 

Many national typologies included variables about land use and structure in their 

classification of cultural landscapes. When land structure and its use are discussed, one cannot 

overlook the importance of geology and land cover. In all typologies and classifications that 

we examined, geology and/or land cover were at the starting point of the categorisation. In 

this section, we will discuss what the typologies included regarding land use intensity and 

structure, beyond geology and land cover.  

A good example is the SINUS project conducted in Austria (Peterseil et al. 2004, Wrbka et al. 

2004). The main goal of the SINUS project was to evaluate the sustainability of cultural 

landscapes in Austria in terms of economy, ecology, and social sustainability. In addition to 

describing the bio-physical components of the Austrian landscapes, they used indicators for 

anthropogenic influence on the landscape. Regarding landscape structure, 150 sites were 

evaluated on the presence of landscape elements (such as hedgerows or trees) and the shape 

and size of the patches. Simple and large rectangular field with simple geometric features 

indicate highly industrialised farming, while more complex systems suggest more natural 

ecosystems (Peterseil et al. 2004:309). To assess the land use intensity in the SINUS project, 

the so-called hemerobiotic state was examined. This index for human impact measures to 

what extent the species composition in both flora and fauna deviates from the natural 

potential: the stronger the human influence, the higher the hemeroby index. Walz and Stein 

Box 1. (Scott 1998:262): 

“Unable to effectively represent the 

profusion and complexity of real farms 

and real fields, high-modernist 

agriculture has often succeeded in 

radically simplifying those farms and 

fields so they can be more directly 

apprehended, controlled, and managed.” 
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(2014) elaborated on the topic of hemeroby and analysed the hemerobiotic state of the entire 

area of Germany, assigning a hemerobiotic state to each type of land cover.  

Where the Austrians and Germans mainly looked at physical conditions of the landscape, 

Pinto-Correia and Breman (2008) looked into the cultural landscapes of Portugal with a focus 

on the agricultural sector and its development, e.g. in terms of agricultural yields, agricultural 

workforce, etc. Combining these factors with farm size data, and comparing data of multiple 

points in time, Pinto-Correia and Breman (2008) created a landscape change typology 

revealing agricultural intensification on the one hand and abandonment on the other. 

Several other national studies into landscape classification used landscape structure indicators, 

but often with a clear focus on historical land use. We will come back to those studies in 

section 3.2.  

3.1.2 European Typologies 

European landscape typologies and classifications often focus on biophysical data and land 

cover information (e.g. Hazeu et al. 2011, Mücher et al. 2010). One European typology that 

explicitly incorporates the land structure and its management was conducted at the Joint 

Research Centre (JRC) by Paracchini and Capitani (2011). The authors developed indicators 

for the classification of European landscapes using three concepts of which two are 

naturalness and landscape structure. The third concept was defined as the social awareness 

and will be discussed in section 3.3. For the concept of naturalness, the authors use a similar 

hemerobiotic index as was used by Walz and Stein (2014) and Peterseil et al. (2004), but 

expanded to a continental scale. Based on Corine land cover data and land use intensity data 

of arable land, grassland and forests, they categorised the European landscapes on a 7-level 

index of hemeroby. Landscape structure was operationalised according to agricultural 

dominance and degree of diversity by measuring the largest patch as a measure for 

agricultural dominance and the number of different crops per area as a level of diversity.  

Similar to the above-mentioned JRC effort, Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.) developed a 

European-wide classification using both land use intensity as well as landscape structure. The 

typology, however, has a more detailed resolution (1km
2
 compared to 100km

2
) and uses data 

with more thematic detail. Using interpolated data from the LUCAS
1
 project, Van der Zanden 

et al. estimated field size, density of green linear elements and fertilizer application for the 

entire EU27 on a raster grid with cells of 1km
2
. With this, Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.) 

created a European-scale typology for agricultural landscapes that goes beyond mere land 

cover and biophysical factors and incorporated land management and structure into their 

typology. Exactly these two aspects of the landscape are believed to determine a large part of 

the available ecosystem services on a landscape (Van Zanten et al. 2013). The classification 

of Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.) is shown in Figure 2.  

The typology of Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.) gives an accurate, detailed and complete 

classification of European agricultural landscapes. However, since the authors focused 

specifically on agricultural fields, they provide no information on structure and intensity of 

                                                      
1
 Lucas (Land Use/Cover Area frame statistical Survey) is an ongoing project of EUROSTAT. Every three years 

a survey is carried out to identify the current state of land use and land cover in the UE, using point field data 

from more than 250.000 points across the EU. 
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forests in their typology. Other recent studies specifically focused on the management of 

forest. Brus et al. (2012) mapped all forests of Europe into classes of dominant tree species. 

Duncker et al. (2012) focussed more on the management intensity and identified five different 

forest management approaches (FMAs), shown in Table 1. Combining these two sources of 

forest data, Hengeveld et al. (2012) used the map of Brus et al. (2011) and several indicators 

such as biophysical region, slope, and proximity to urban centres to assign an FMA to each 

forest in Europe as mapped by Brus et al. (2012).   

Table 1. Description of forest management approaches (FMAs) (Duncker et al. 2012), as 

cited in Hengeveld et al. (2012:2). 

FMA Description Intensity of management 

I Nature reserve No intervention 

II Close-to-nature Intervention mimic natural processes 

III Combined objective forest Limited interventions 

IV Even-aged forest Interventions follow production goals 

V Short rotation forest Intensive management for maximum biomass 

Hengeveld et al. (2012) provide a detailed map on the management intensity of forests in 

Europe, however, as the authors indicate, their attempt was the first to map management 

intensity of forests and “is awaiting further availability of European-wide information” 

(2012:6). A validation of the map by Hengeveld et al. (2012) revealed that in reality forests 

were often differently exploited than was indicated by their interpolation of FMAs. In a recent 

study, forest harvesting was investigated using national forestry statistics and local predictor 

values  (Levers et al. 2014). This study has estimated forest harvesting for NUTS-2 or NUTS-

0 regions. Currently the European Forest Institute is mapping European-wide forest 

harvesting intensity based on a similar method using a 1km
2 

resolution (Levers 2014).  

The indicators of landscape structure and land use intensity that were used by the mentioned 

typologies are listed in Table 2. The last column reveals whether we are currently in 

possession of adequate data to map the listed indicator.  
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Figure 2. Map of agricultural typology by Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.) 
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Table 2. Indicators for structure and land use intensity 

 Austria Germany Portugal Europe Possible data source 

  

(Wrbka et 

al. 2004) 

(Walz and 

Stein 2014) 

(Pinto-Correia 

and Breman 

2008) 

(Van der 

Zanden et al. 

in prep.) 

(Paracchini and 

Capitani 2011) 
 

Field size 
Mapped with 

aerial photographs 

  Interpolation of 

LUCAS data in 4 

classes 

Largest Patch Index and 

number of crops Kuemmerle et al. 2013 

Field shape 
Indices on 

compactness, 
heterogeneity 

    
 

Hemeroby 
Based on land 
cover 

Based on land use 
classes  

  CORINE data and fertilizer 
input Paracchini and Capitani 2011 

Landscape elements 
Mapped with 
aerial photographs 

  Based on statistical 
methods using 

LUCAS data 

 
Van der Zanden et al. 2014 

Demographics 
  Population change / 

economic capacity 
change 

  
EUROSTAT (Only at NUTS2 

level); population density maps 

at 1km resolution 

Agricultural workforce 
  Change of active 

agricultural workforce 

  
FADN data on agricultural 

workforce 

Land use intensity 
Statistics from 
national 

agricultural and 

forestry statistics 

  Fertilizer input 
based on Temme 

and Verburg 2014 

 
Temme and Verburg 2014 

Agricultural yields 
  Numbers based on 

agricultural census 

1989/1999 

  
CAPRI 
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3.2 History 

The historical dimension of cultural landscapes can be explained in multiple ways. Inherently, 

all landscapes on the entire planet have a history; however some landscapes possess a history 

that is commonly acknowledged as rich, while other landscapes are modified for modern 

usage in such a drastic fashion that most history elements are lost. The definition of historical 

heritage carried within a landscape can be manifold. On the one hand historical heritage can 

consist of historic buildings or features on a landscape such as old mills, stone walls or 

ditches. On the other hand, the configuration and pattern of a landscape itself can carry a form 

of history, e.g. revealing ancient farming techniques or historic exploitation (Dirkx and 

Nieuwenhuizen 2013). Moreover a landscape might be hiding a wealth of subterranean 

history which is (often yet to be) discovered by archaeologists. This section describes 

indicators used to map the history of landscapes. A summary is provided in Table 3. 

3.2.1 National Typologies 

Although organised nature preservation stems from the late 19
th

 century, the consensus among 

scientists in ecology and conservation management that “site history is embedded in the 

structure and function of all ecosystems and that environmental history is an integral part of 

ecological science” (Foster et al. 2003:77) only emerged at the end of the 20
th

 century. An 

important catalyser for the growing interest in historical aspects of ecosystems was the 

European Landscape Convention (ELC), a treaty that was signed in 2000, aimed at protection 

and management of European landscapes (Antrop 2005). 

After the ELC, national initiatives to identify historical heritage on cultural landscapes have 

emerged throughout Europe. One of the most notable efforts to identify the historic value of 

the country side was conducted in England: the Historic Landscape Classification (HLC), a 

research framework for regional government bodies to identify the historic value of its 

landscapes.  Within the framework of the HLC one of the most complete historic landscape 

assessment was carried out in Devon (Aldred and Fairclough 2003). The county of Devon has 

classified its cultural landscapes by comparing different Ordnance Survey maps of late 19
th

 

century with multiple modern versions (Turner 2006). By focussing on the shape of fields and 

its enclosures, revealing the historic origin of each landscape, Turner investigated the historic 

depth of each landscape. With qualitative research, he attempted to identify the past uses of 

each landscape going back to medieval uses. The change or the persistence of landscape 

structure throughout time reveals the embedded history within a landscape. 

In Belgium, a lot of work on historical heritage on landscapes was carried out by Marc Antrop 

and Veerle van Eetvelde, primarily focussing on the ‘traditional landscape’ defined as “those 

landscapes having a distinct and recognisable structure which reflects clear relations between 

the composing elements and having a significance for natural, cultural or aesthetical values” 

(Antrop 1997:109). “However”, as Antrop argues, “only parts or remnants of the traditional 

landscapes can be recognised in the actual landscape where they form isolated and 

disconnected elements in a large scale uniformed space” (ibid.). Elaborating on this research, 

a landscape atlas was developed revealing the relics of traditional landscapes on the current 

“Flanders fields” (Antrop 2001, Hofkens et al. 2001). By using relatively accurate historical 

maps dating from the 18
th

 century, Hofkens et al. (2001) were able to compare current maps 
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of Flanders with historical maps, which enabled them to identify relic zones, anchor places, 

linear relics and point relics which still resembled the characteristics of the traditional 

landscape (Antrop and Van Eetvelde 2007).   

In the Netherlands, the cultural historical value is again operationalised as the extent to which 

the current landscape is exhibiting information on its history, in terms of structure, patterns, 

and landscape elements (Dirkx and Nieuwenhuizen 2013). The HISTLAND project has 

created an index for rate of change to approximate the cultural historical value. A typology of 

landscapes was made in 1980 based on expert knowledge of the exploitation of different 

landscapes in the Netherlands. The 45 homogeneous landscape regions were then compared to 

a topographical map of 1850, assuming that not a lot of change took place before 1850. The 

rate of change was identified manually and each polygon received a score on a scale from 1 to 

7 in terms of persistence.  

More in-depth research on cultural historical heritage in the Netherlands is conducted on a 

very local scale. Many provinces and municipalities have their own cultural historical value 

map (e.g. Keunen et al. 2013). These maps offer a wide array of historical information 

ranging from the location of historical artefacts, historical landscapes and location of old 

villages, to highly detailed information on archaeological sites and expected archaeological 

value maps. These maps often do not provide typologies on different landscape types, but 

offer more descriptive data on heritage within the landscape.  

A unique feature of these Dutch historical value maps is predictive archaeological modelling; 

a very promising tool to give insight into the cultural heritage that is not visible to the human 

eye. Efforts have been made to create maps for the Netherlands revealing archaeological 

potential (Verhagen and Whitley 2012). There is an ongoing discussion on the validity of this 

method due to the high degree of uncertainty (Wescott and Brandon 2003).  

A different method to map historical landscapes was applied in Slovakia. The HSAL-project 

in Slovakia attempted to map historical heritage within the landscapes by using predefined 

classes of historical land use (Špulerova et al. 2011). The location of historical heritage sites 

was identified, by looking for four predefined types of so-called Historical Structures of the 

Agricultural Landscapes (HSAL) using both satellite images and ground observations. The 

prime difference between this HSAL method and the methods described above is that HSAL 

has predefined the characteristics of historic structures and systematically searched the 

landscape to identify such structures.  

3.2.2 European Typologies 

Mapping the historical aspects of cultural landscapes appears to be a local or national sport. 

There have not been many attempts to include historical information in European wide 

typologies. This once again amplifies the need for a new European typology of cultural 

heritage on European landscapes.  

One approach should however be mentioned regarding history on cultural landscapes, namely 

a recent article by  Fuchs et al. (2013) modelling the changes of land use between 1950 and 

2010 on a European scale. By using various different land cover data sources, all re-classed to 

the five categories of IPPC (grass, forest, urban, crops, and ‘other’ land cover) Fuchs et al. 

(2013) were able to accurately model the land use changes that took place the last 60 years. 

The focus was however not on heritage, but on land cover change. Their efforts led to a 
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detailed map showing mainly the changes in forests and urban expansion. The study can 

nevertheless reveal which landscapes were persistent over the last 60 years. Moreover in a 

recently published article, Fuchs and colleagues extended the period of map comparison back 

to 1900 (Fuchs et al. 2014). 
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Table 3. Indicators used to map history components at national and EU level. 

 

 Belgium Netherlands Slovakia Devon Europe Data 

 Antrop 

(2001), 

Hofkens et al. 

(2001) 

Dirkx and 

Nieuwnehuizen 

(2013) 

Keunen et al. 

(2013) 

Verhagen and 

Whitley (2012) 

Špulerova et al. 

(2011) 

Turner (2006) Fuchs et al. 

(2014) 

 

Historical 

features 

Identification of 

lines and point 

features with 

historical map 

comparison 

 Qualitative 

description of 

historic features 

within landscape 

  Qualitative description 

of historic features 

within landscape 

 UNESCO 

world 

heritage 

Traditional 

landscapes 

Identification of 

resembling 

historical field 

patterns with 

historical map 

comparison 

Identification of 

resembling historical 

field patterns with 

historical map 

comparison 

  Identification of 

predefined historical 

field patterns with 

satellite images 

Identification of 

resembling historical 

field patterns with 

historical map 

comparison 

Comparison of 

land use change 

over 110 years 

Fuchs et al. 

(2014) 

Archaeology   Exact location 

and usage of 

archaeological 

sites; predictive 

archaeological 

modelling maps 

Predictive 

archaeological 

modelling map of 

the Netherlands 

   WDPA 
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3.3 Value and Meaning 

Of the three layers proposed for this landscape typology, ‘value and meaning’ is most 

certainly the least tangible and concrete. Nonetheless the cultural value and meaning of 

landscapes has been on the research agenda of many landscape scholars. Often it is associated 

with the provisioning of (cultural) ecosystem services (ESS) (cf. Van Zanten et al. 2013).  

The value and meaning of a landscape, or the provisioning of cultural ecosystem services can 

refer both to the benefits a landscape can have for society as well as the intangible meaning a 

landscape can have for local communities or persons that feel somehow attached to it (De 

Groot et al. 2002).  

Due to the often intangible nature of these ‘values and meanings’, this dimension cannot be 

measured in a straightforward way like for instance landscape structure. Within the paradigm 

of ecosystem services, value and meaning are often categorised under the umbrella term of 

non-marketed ecosystem services. Despite the intangible nature of these ESSs several 

techniques exists to identify and value these. In general there are two distinct ways of  

measuring these cultural ESSs: stated preference and revealed preference studies (Van Zanten 

et al. 2013). The former asks respondents to state their preference for certain aspects of 

landscapes in an experimental setting to identify those aspects which are valued the most by a 

population. In the latter, one tries to measure the value of certain aspects of a landscape by 

assuming causal links between the value of a landscape and the behaviour of people. As an 

example, a landscape that attracts many tourists is often assumed to have more touristic value 

or meaning than a landscape that does not receive much attention by tourists. This section 

gives an overview of indicators for value and meaning in existing typologies. Table 6 

provides a summary of the indicators used.  

3.3.1 National Typologies 

Only very few nationwide typologies included value and meaning into their categorisation. 

One of the assessments that paid attention to these less tangible aspects is the Landscape 

Character Assessment (LCA) in England and Scotland (not to be confused with the HLC, 

Swanwick 2002) and the National Landscape Areas in England (NCA).  

For the NCA, England has been subdivided into 159 national character areas. For each of 

these areas a report was prepared by Natural England where all characteristics and features of 

the area are documented and described. These reports include almost everything there is to 

say about the landscapes within the area: geology, biodiversity, field patterns, historic 

features, touristic attractions, and qualitative descriptions of the landscapes including a lot of 

photographical material. NCA uses both quantitative (spatial) data – such as tourist numbers, 

satellite imagery, the national tree inventory etc. – as well as qualitative survey information 

describing the landscapes within the area. Moreover the NCA contains several ‘perception’ 

values of landscapes such as quietness or remoteness, and degree of naturalness
2
. 

                                                      
2
 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-character-area-profiles-background-

information/national-character-area-profiles-background-information#contents 
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Traditionally these measures are expert-based and often calculate factors that could harm the 

tranquillity or quietness such as motorways, nearby cities or industries, or mass tourism. For 

the UK, Jackson et al. (2008) created a more innovative method to map tranquillity using 

participatory appraisal consulting, to include the actual perception of people of tranquillity 

with extensive surveys: people were asked to make choices between different landscapes and 

rank them according to their own perception of tranquillity. A similar study was undertaken in 

the Netherlands, where the appraisal for naturalness was mapped using a GIS model (GLAM) 

that predicts the attractiveness of landscapes based on national available data: naturalness, 

slope, historical distinctiveness, urbanisation, skyline disturbance, and noise level (De Vries 

et al. 2007).  

A meta-analysis of Van Zanten et al. (2014) across European landscape preference studies 

indicates a strong Europe-wide preference for more diverse landscapes consisting of multiple 

land cover types as compared to landscapes dominated by either forest or agriculture. Also 

there is generally a high preference for the presence of landscape elements. 

Another way of capturing a sense of the meaning of a landscape is by simply looking at 

landscape designations. There are many types of designations showing whether a landscape 

has a cultural meaning or not. Possible designations are protected nature, protected structures 

or historical battle fields (Swanwick 2002). Data on designation is in general easy accessible, 

since organisations responsible for these designations have a habit of mapping it. The most 

complete dataset on protected regions can be found at the World Database on Protected Areas 

(IUCN and UNEP 2014) . 

The above examples of how cultural values and meanings can be incorporated into landscape 

classifications or typologies looked at the quality of the landscape and – although some with 

involvement of stated preferences – focus on qualities of the landscape and theoretically 

assuming the value people attach to these qualities. In contrast other studies looked at actual 

revealed preferences of people for valuation or spatial identification of ecosystem services 

(De Groot et al. 2002). As mentioned before, the study of tourists’ behaviour is an example of 

that. The availability of data on people’s behaviour has expanded since the emergence of 

smart phones, social media, and ubiquitous internet access. The use of so-called ‘big-data’ for 

geographical research is still in its early stages and has quite some pitfalls (Crampton et al. 

2013, Kitchin 2013). However scholars are trying to incorporate these data in ecosystem 

service research. One example is a study by Casalegno et al. (2013), assessing the aesthetic 

value of Cornwall, UK, by looking at the density of uploaded geotagged photographs of the 

landscape on the Google Earth service Panoramio. The basic idea applied in that study is very 

simple: the more (unique user) pictures uploaded in a certain area the more aesthetic value the 

area is assumed to have.  A study by Woods et al. (2013) using data from Flickr (a service 

similar to Panoramio), showed that crowd-sourced data can very well serve as a proxy for 

tourism since it quite accurately represents visitor numbers at for instance national parks and 

art galleries.   

3.3.2 European Typologies 

In their typology of European cultural landscapes, Paracchini and Capitani (2011) subdivided 

the value and meaning of landscapes (which they call societal awareness of rural-agrarian 

landscape) into three components based on the following assumptions: (1) landscapes of 
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common value for society will be protected institutionally, (2) society uses natural capital via 

tourism, and (3) society consumes products from different landscapes and therefore will 

preserve landscapes of the products origin. The first component is operationalised with the 

protected area databases Natura2000, national protected areas, IUCN category V – World 

protected areas and World UNESCO sites related to the agricultural landscape. Nature 

tourism serves as a proxy for the second component with data derived from the Farm 

Structure Survey and the Farm Accountancy Data Network. The third component is measured 

using the DOOR database, the E-Bacchus database and the inventory of wine produced under 

the Vin de Qualité Produit dans des Régions Déterminées. These three databases contain 

information on institutionally protected areas for the production of certain foodstuffs such as 

wine from a specific region in France or Bavarian beer.  

Another interesting study that partly covers the dimension of value and meaning of cultural 

landscapes is the European wide study by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011). Their study 

focuses on the capacity of rural areas in Europe for development by assessing its cultural, 

economic, and social capital. To assess these forms of capital the authors held an expert 

workshop to determine which dimensions would best represent the development assets and 

constraints of rural areas. This has led to the development of a list with spatial variables that 

could contribute to operationalizing the afore-mentioned capacities (see Table 4). Moreover, 

Van Berkel & Verburg (2011) developed a composite variable combining variables (listed in  

Table 4) indicating the capacity for either the development or the continuation of rural 

tourism. Contrary to Paracchini and Capitani (2011) who used tourism spending, Van Berkel 

and Verburg looked at the supply side of natural tourism to estimate attractiveness of the 

landscapes to nature tourists. The capacity for rural tourism “was explained as tourist demand 

related to tourist attractions and ‘symbolic capital” (Van Berkel and Verburg 2011:425). The 

capacity for rural tourism was explained as a function of ‘sun, sea and sand tourism’, winter 

tourism, nature tourism, and symbolic capital.  

Table 5 reveals how each concept is defined and operationalised. In their classification, 

designation appears to play a large part. Next to UNESCO sites and natural monuments, Van 

Berkel and Verburg also used the Natura2000 sites, which are EU designated areas for the 

conservation of habitats (Plieninger and Bieling 2013, Ostermann 1998).  

Similar to Paracchini and Capitani (2011), Van Berkel and Verburg incorporated protective 

designations of origin as an indicator for the symbolic capital. In addition they use sites where 

LEADER subsidies have been issued, to approximate the concept of ‘entrepreneurial spirit’. 

Table 4 also shows that Van Berkel and Verburg included proxies for the aesthetic dimension. 

Open agricultural fields are regarded as non-aesthetically pleasing landscapes for winter 

tourists, while water bodies, forests, landscape variation, and limited human disturbance 

landscapes are assumed to be appealing to nature tourists. The resulting map (Figure 3) 

clearly reveals the popular holiday destinations such as the Alps for skiing, or the 

Mediterranean beaches of Spain, Italy, and Greece. In addition the map also highlights 

regions where mass tourism has not developed yet, while the landscapes offer assets which in 

other regions attract tourists. These regions include for instance the Carpathian Mountains.  
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Table 4. Variables proposed by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011) to map the capacity for rural 

development options at an EU scale 

Variables used by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011) 

Protective designation of origin (PDO) Travel time to urban locations 

Endangered mammal and plant ranges Nitrate vulnerable zones 

Irrigation infrastructure Leader sites (LAG local action groups) 

Forest density Camping sites 

Protected regions Ski resorts 

Corine land use/cover DEM 

High nature value farmland Species corridors 

Natura2000 sites Precipitation 

Arable agricultural production potentials Temperature 

Grassland production potentials Evapotranspiration rates 

 

Table 5. Variables used by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011) to map nature tourism capacity 

Aspect Dimensions Proxy 

Supply of ‘sun, 

sand and sea’ 

Biophysical conditions Coastal areas, beaches, temperature 

Tourist infrastructure Coastal camping sites 

Supply of 

winter tourism 

attractions 

Positive biophysical 

conditions 

Winter precipitation, temperature, topography 

Accessibility Travel time from urban centres and transport hubs 

Non-Aesthetically 

pleasing landscapes 

Open agricultural land 

Supply of 

attractions for 

camping 

tourism 

Biophysical conditions Water bodies, forests, landscape variation 

(topography), limited human disturbance associated 

with tranquillity (forests, mosaic, agricultural and 

peri-urban landscapes) 

Policy Instruments Protected areas, Natura2000 sites 

Tourist attractions UNESCO sites, Natural monuments (IUCN), High 

nature value farmland, Cultural heritage attraction 

Symbolic 

capital 

Local cooperative 

networks (PPP) 

Protection designation of origin (PDO) 

NGO operation and 

cooperation 

LEADER sites 
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Figure 3. Capacity for nature tourism development or continuation (Van Berkel & Verburg 

2011) 

Another interesting indicator for a cultural ecosystem service was developed by Schulp et al. 

(2014). Next to professional agriculture, the rural areas of Europe provide excellent 

opportunities for gathering and hunting of wild food. A significant proportion of the European 

population occasionally – or even on a daily basis – collects berries and mushrooms or hunts. 

Schulp et al. (2014) estimate that over 65 million EU citizens (14% of total population) are 

active in wild food gathering or hunting. The collection of wild food in natural areas is often 

associated with local cultural traditional practices, where the joy of the actual gathering is at 

least as important as is the consumption of the picked or hunted products (Schulp et al. 2014, 

Seeland and Staniszewski 2007). Although precise data on recreational and other non-

professional wild food gathering are often not recorded, Schulp et al. (2014) were able to map 

the distribution of both supply and demand of edible plant species, mushrooms, and game 

across Europe. Nevertheless, Schulp et al. (2014) emphasise that this was the first attempt to 

map wild food demand and supply on a European scale and data limitations led to uncertainty 

in this map. 
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Table 6.  Indicators used for quantifying value and meaning in national-scale typologies and European scale maps

 England/Scotland Netherlands Europe Data 

 (Swanwick 2002) (Jackson et al. 

2008) 

(De Vries et al. 

2007) 

(Van Berkel and 

Verburg 2011) 

(Paracchini 

and Capitani 

2011) 

(Schulp et al. 

2014) 

 

Aesthetic value Expert-based rules on 

naturalness, aesthetic 

quality and 

tranquillity 

Survey-based 

information on 

naturalness 

Survey-based 

information on 

naturalness 

Open agricultural 

fields vs.  water 

bodies, forests, 

landscape variation, 

and limited human 

disturbance 

landscapes 

  Corine land cover 

maps, forest map 

from Van Berkel 

and Verburg 

(2011) 

Recreational value    Tourism potential 

map 

Tourism spending 

/ yields 

 Van Berkel and 

Verburg 2011 

Paracchini and 

Capitani 2011 

Inspiration for 

culture, art and 

design 

Protected areas   Protected areas Protected areas  IUCN and UNEP 

2014) 

Cultural heritage 

and identity 

Protected areas   Geographically 

bounded local 

products 

Protected areas /  

LEADER areas 

Geographically 

bounded local 

products 

Protected areas 

Demand/supply 

wild food 

Van Berkel and 

Verburg 2011);  

Paracchini and 

Capitani 2011; 

Schulp et al. 2014 

Religious/spiritual 

inspiration 

Expert-based rules on 

naturalness, aesthetic 

quality and 

tranquillity 

Survey-based 

information on 

naturalness 

Survey-based 

information on 

naturalness 

Protected areas Protected areas  IUCN and UNEP 

2014 
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4 Cultural Landscape Typology 

In the above sections we showed a cross-section overview of the existing landscape 

typologies and classifications. In this chapter we propose a draft set of indicators with a 

preliminary hierarchy and classification to create a European landscape typology. This also 

represents the feedback from landscape experts received during a workshop in Amsterdam, 

September 2014. For the actual mapping of the typology (Task 4.4, deliverable 4.3), the most 

important aspects in the selection of the indicators is the extent to which they represent the 

dimensions of the cultural landscape approach and hence the cultural heritage on the 

landscape on one side and the data availability on the other. Ideally we would have detailed 

quantified data on the exact structure, land use, history and meaning of every single landscape 

in Europe, but since this is not the case we will have to use those indicators which come 

closest to the ideal situation and that cover the EU28 and Switzerland. 

4.1 Landscape Structure and Land Use Intensity 

Humans have shaped most landscapes in the world to their own needs. Culture has shaped and 

structured the landscapes (Iverson Nassauer 1995). To capture the most important cultural 

aspect of the landscape, the first division of landscapes will be made according to the land use 

intensity and the landscape structure. The two concepts combined tell us what the current use 

is of the landscape and are therefore indispensable to a categorisation of any type of cultural 

landscape.  

A good starting point for the categorisation in this layer would be to look at differences in 

land cover. We will make a distinction between urban, forest, grass, arable, mosaic, 

permanent crops, and other land cover. The data for this distinction will be drawn from the 

CORINE land cover map of the year 2006 (EEA 2010) and can be updated if the 2012 

CORINE data are available for the entire study region.  

Different types of landscape structure can relatively easy be mapped on a European scale due 

to previous European efforts such as the LUCAS project. This includes point data on field 

size and linear elements. Agricultural LUCAS data were previously interpolated and 

processed producing European wide raster maps with a 1km grid to reveal the distribution of 

field sizes and linear elements (Van der Zanden et al. in prep., Van der Zanden et al. 2013). 

With the data on field size, we can categorise landscapes into small- or large-scale farming 

landscapes. The processed data on linear elements (tree lines, stone walls, etc.) will be used to 

differentiate between open and enclosed landscapes. Possibly we will include data on farm 

size as well to develop a good proxy. We can use farm size information based on FADN 

statistics to divide the agricultural landscapes representing the scale of the agricultural 

enterprise even better.  
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Table 7. Landscape structure and land use intensity classification. ‘-‘ means no classification 

Land cover Structure Land use intensity 

Urban - - - 

Forest Fragmented - Intensely used 

 

    Not intensely used 

 

Non-fragmented - Intensely used 

      Not intensely used 

Grassland Large Scale Farming Open Intensely used 

  

  Not intensely used 

  

Enclosed Intensely used 

 

    Not intensely used 

 

Small Scale Farming Open Intensely used 

  

  Not intensely used 

  

Enclosed Intensely used 

      Not intensely used 

Arable land Large Scale Farming Open Intensely used 

  

  Not intensely used 

  

Enclosed Intensely used 

 

    Not intensely used 

 

Small Scale Farming Open Intensely used 

  

  Not intensely used 

  

Enclosed Intensely used 

      Not intensely used 

Mosaic Small Scale Farming Open Intensely used 

  

  Not intensely used 

  

Enclosed Intensely used 

      Not intensely used 

Permanent crops Large Scale Farming - - 

  Small Scale Farming - - 

Other - - - 

 

Land use intensity is a bit more complicated since it often cannot be derived directly from 

visual observations. Based on the method of Overmars et al. (2014), Temme and Verburg 

(2011), and Van der Zanden et al. (in prep.), we will use nitrogen input classes as a proxy for 

land use intensity.  

The mentioned data sources and indicators give a good overview of the characteristics of 

croplands and grasslands. To include forest in this typology, we will classify forest structure 

based on the degree of fragmentation using the JRC forest MSPA/GUIDOS assessment. 

Forestry intensity will be represented by the quantified 1km² resolution forest intensity data 

based on the combination of growing stock and wood removal (Levers et al. 2014).This 

classification will lead to a set of classes differentiating landscapes on landscape structure and 

land use intensity as is shown in Table 7.  
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4.2 History 

In the national typologies, the most important historical aspect was whether one could ‘see’ 

signs of historical land use practices in the current landscape structure. Part of the dimension 

history is therefore seemingly already covered in the previous dimension. Especially the 

distribution of landscape elements can reveal the historical depth of a landscape. However 

linear elements do not necessarily possess historical heritage since they could have been 

erected in more recent times. Other than these structural elements of the landscape, the 

reviewed typologies showed great interest in remnants of historical land use, archaeological 

aspects and time-depth of landscapes.  

All the historical analyses of landscapes we found were on-site local studies of historical 

features on and below the ground. These studies are based on local scale intensive fieldwork, 

often going into detail on local habits and histories. European indicators on historical aspects 

of the landscape are problematic, since such fieldwork is slightly impossible. Despite the 

current efforts of for instance the ARIADNE project on a European archaeological database 

we have not found any suitable data on these types of indicators. During the actual mapping 

of the typology (Task 4.4) we will keep track and possibly take stock of the progress of the 

ARIADNE project, especially with respect to advances on spatial databases on archaeological 

heritage. If relevant and feasible, spatial data on this topic can be included. 

The studies by Fuchs et al. (2013; 2014), give good insight into the persistence of landscapes 

on a European scale. By analysing the data of Fuchs et al. (2014) we are able to identify this 

historical aspect of the landscape. It should be noted that these data represent the persistence 

of land cover and not necessarily the persistence of the landscape structure as the data do not 

include a representation of landscape elements. Analysis of the maps dating from 1900 to 

2010 can reveal which landscapes have undergone much change and those that remained 

relatively stable throughout the twentieth century. The year of 1900 is just after the industrial 

revolution in large parts of Western Europe and major changes might have happened only 

years before the oldest maps of Fuchs et al. (2014). Insight in longer term history could 

alternatively be derived from the maps by Kaplan et al. (2009) who provide the age of forest 

clearing throughout the Holocene for the EU. These maps do however not provide 

information on land use changes after the forest clearing. Additionally, they are model based 

proxies with a high level of uncertainty and the maps are currently not in our possession. The 

usefulness of these data will be further explored. 

Figure 5 reveals the persistent landscapes of Europe. To define which landscapes qualify for 

the adjective persistent, we looked at the five different land cover classes throughout the 

twentieth century and the first decade of the 21
st
 century.  Fuchs et al. (2014) classified the 

landscapes of Europe into six classes: urban, grassland, cropland, forest, water and other 

(including beaches, glaciers, sparsely vegetated areas). Forest, urban, water, and ‘other’ land 

cover classes are regarded as highly disruptive: a pixel on the map that has at least once 

reported one of these classes and at least one other class is classified as non-persistent. This 

includes for instance a landscape that was cropland in 1900, forest in 1930, but turned into 

cropland again after 1940. Persistent forest (in dark green on the map) are pixels which 

reported forest on each time series map of Fuchs et al. (2014). Persistent cropland and 

persistent grassland is classified as such if at least in ¾ of the time slices the pixel reported 
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this class and it has never been forest, urban, or water (see Figure 4 for visual example of 

classification).  

 

Time slice 1 Time slice 2 Time slice 3 Time slice 4 Map classification 

Cropland Cropland Cropland Cropland Persistent cropland 

Cropland Forest Cropland Cropland Non-persistent 

Forest Forest Forest Forest Persistent Forest 

Cropland Forest Grassland Grassland Non-persistent 

Cropland Grassland Grassland Grassland Persistent  Grassland 

Grassland Grassland Grassland Urban Urban 

Grassland Grassland Grassland Grassland Persistent grassland 

Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban 

Water Water Cropland Cropland Non-persistent 

Figure 4. Examples of historic classification 

 

 

Figure 5. Preliminary map of landscape persistence between 1900 and 2010 derived from 

Fuchs et al. (2014) 

Due to the data limitations described above, the historical layer will only consist of the 

persistence map based on the data of Fuchs et al. (2014). This layer is therefore not to be 

considered as a map revealing historic landscapes. A landscape which is situated in a pixel 

labelled non-persistent might still hold historical value. The persistence indicator however 

does reveal those landscapes that were not disrupted by other land use and remained stable 
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throughout the twentieth century. Combined with the first layer of this typology this can give 

insights into the (recent) history of the landscape. 

4.3 Value and Meaning 

As was already mentioned in Chapter 3, value and meaning is the most difficult layer to 

operationalise due to both its often intangible nature and its multi-faced interpretability. 

Measuring this dimension often relies on the availability of proxies, especially for 

classifications on a continental scale. The major challenge in finding these proxies is their 

validity. For this first, it should be clarified which aspects of landscapes actually have a value 

or a meaning shared by a significant group of people. Secondly, a valid representation of these 

aspects in an informative indicator is required.  

Since we are working at a European scale, many local indicators are not useful and were 

discarded. We cannot use local stories belonging to a landscape or identify landscapes that 

inspired artists and musicians. However there are many data sources available on a European 

scale, which are highly informative over other cultural values and meanings of the landscape. 

The most obvious indicators of value and meaning are the highly correlating aspects 

recreation and aesthetics. People tend to recreate in aesthetically pleasing landscapes and 

these landscapes thus have a value and/or meaning and should therefore be identified in this 

typology. Based on the existing typologies and literature on visual preferences we assume 

people have a visual preference for water bodies, variation in elevation, and mosaic landscape 

(for an overview see Van Zanten et al. 2013). Based on the scores of the meta analysis by Van 

Zanten et al. (2013) on visual landscape preferences we can score the European landscape on 

visual characteristics.  

 

Figure 6. Preliminary map of visual preference scores of European landscapes  
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Some landscapes can possess all characteristics of highly visually appreciated landscapes but 

are less frequently visited by actual people due to their remoteness. We chose to incorporate 

this by taking accessibility of the landscapes into account. Inaccessible landscapes will 

therefore score ‘lower’ on the visual preference map. Figure 6 shows an initial example of a 

composite indicator of visual preferences. This map can be updated by including preferences 

for coastal waters, missing country data, and improving accessibility data.  

Other indicators that we will use to approximate the aesthetic and recreational value are 

camping locations and Panoramio photo locations. A database on camping sites was created 

by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011) to identify the areas visited by nature tourists. This could 

not only reveal landscapes that are presumably preferred by people, but also where people 

actually go to enjoy nature. Subsequently, we will construct a database with pictures uploaded 

on Panoramio to find out where people take pictures of the landscape and thus which 

landscapes are appreciated by the people.  

 

 

Figure 7. Density of Panoramio photos in Ireland (urban photos are omitted) 

As an example, Figure 7 is a simple visualisation of number of Panoramio photos per km
2
 in 

Ireland. These data can be used in two different ways: either as an additional measure of 

preferences of people for landscapes (urban photos are excluded from the data) or as a 

validation of the other layers. The data downloading and processing is still work in progress. 

Among other things, bias due to population density or accessibility needs to be accounted for. 

Nevertheless, Figure 7 does show interesting patterns: coastal regions appear to be popular 

among Panoramio photographers and regions near urban areas are also more appreciated. 
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Panoramio is considered an interesting option to approximate value and meaning of the 

landscape to both local citizens as well as tourists, but need further evaluation to make it fully 

operational. This will be further considered in Task 4.4 of WP4.  

A different indicator, inspired by Van Berkel and Verburg (2011) and Paracchini and Capitani 

(2011) is based on Protective Designation of Origin of local food. This indicator will show 

which regions produce geographically bounded local products such as buffalo Mozzarella 

cheese or Greek Feta.  

 

 

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of PDOs (protected designation of origin of foodstuffs). Some 

PDOs are attributed to an administrative unit (e.g. NUTS 3) while others only to one specific 

village. In this case a 5 km radius around the village is used.  

The advantages of this proxy are the availability of spatial data at the EU extent but foremost 

that it represents a cultural manifestation by the local inhabitants of a landscape, rather than 

revealing the appreciation of outsiders for a location (such as recreational value or expert-

based rules on aesthetics). These type of values are especially important since they consider 

the values of those who ‘belong’ to the landscape  (Stephenson 2008, Waterton 2005). 

However, there might be considerable regional bias, since it appears that especially 

Mediterranean countries mastered the art of successfully applying for PDO labels (see Figure 

8). Nonetheless this also indicates a willingness and ability by producers (often farmers) to 

protect their locality. This in turn could be an indication of strong bonding with the local 

landscape and therefore a value in its own right. 
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Protected areas 

The most straight forward way of protecting heritage on cultural landscape is by 

institutionally protecting them. It is however difficult to include protected areas as an 

indicator for valuable landscapes since there are so many different types of protected 

landscapes and cross country difference can hugely influence the result. However, the 

location of protected areas can be used as a means of validating the relevance of this typology. 

The protected landscape layer will not be included in a predefined typology, but will be used 

to check the credibility of the predefined typology (see section 4.4).  

Via many ways certain landscapes have a protected status for conservation purposes. A 

database of national protective designations is kept by IUCN (IUCN and UNEP 2014), 

subdivided in seven categories. Two of these categories explicitly represent cultural aspects of 

the landscape. These categories are mapped in the following categories:  

 Category II: national parks, consists of areas designated as national parks which 

“provide a foundation for environmentally and culturally compatible spiritual, 

scientific, educational, recreational and visitor opportunities” (IUCN 2014). 

 Category V: protected landscapes protect specifically those landscapes “where the 

interaction of people and nature over time has produced an area of distinct character 

with significant ecological, biological, cultural and scenic value” (IUCN 2014). 

Additionally, Category III (Natural Monument or Feature) could be of interest. The features 

included in this category can attract high visitor numbers and thus could have a high value. 

Category VI combines areas under natural conditions with areas where cultural values and 

traditional resource management play a role. The traditionally managed areas could be 

important for mapping value and meaning, but cannot be separated from the natural areas 

based on this dataset. The database of IUCN is dependent on the input of national 

governments, each having different policies on protection of landscapes. The spatial 

distribution is showing some country specific bias. Where only few landscapes of Finland, 

Sweden or Spain have category II or V designation, a large part of Germany is completely 

covered with protected landscapes.  

4.4 Map Overlay 

The three dimensions discussed in this chapter can be used either separately or together to 

describe cultural landscapes at European scale. Each of the three dimensions used in the 

typology provides specific information that can be of interest for stakeholders, or make a 

useful input for other HERCULES WPs and tasks. For example, structure and intensity are 

assumed important drivers of the supply of ecosystem services and for supporting biodiversity 

while the value and meaning dimension can support the empowerment of local communities 

(goal 4).  

However, to comply with the initial four goals for this typology, one single typology where 

all layers are combined is indispensable. This applies especially for goals number 1 and 2. 

The most important asset of a typology incorporating the different dimensions is that it can 

help identify typical combinations of certain landscapes holding cultural heritage value. While 

the first layer with structure and land use intensity information makes distinction between 
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different types of landscapes and not in the least shows a distribution of linear elements, it 

does not necessarily give information on cultural heritage. However, with the overlay of both 

persistence and value and meaning indicators, the maps can reveal what type of landscapes 

hold cultural value. Moreover they could potentially link typical combinations with cultural 

value across Europe to enable matching and fine tuning of policies for conservation of 

cultural heritage across national borders.  

The overlay of the different dimensions of the typology will be done in a hierarchical way. 

The layer of structure and land use intensity is used as the basis layer and the layers on history 

and value and meaning are overlayed subsequently to identify typical combinations of cultural 

landscapes and heritage. To reduce the number of categories that will emerge from the 

overlay typical classes will be created based on the results from the overlay. Moreover the 

final typology can be compared with the map showing protected landscapes. This comparison 

should reveal whether current conservation policies are protecting those landscapes which 

according to our typology contain cultural heritage. Further research is required where the 

typology and a map of protected landscapes do not match which may inform the selection of 

new landscape protection.  

 

 
Figure 9. Map overlay (maps on picture are examples and not the final layers) 

The three maps provide a tool that identifies cultural heritage on landscapes for the entire 

research area of the HERCULES project. It not only shows historic persistent landscapes, but 

also reveals less tangible values and meanings with the PDO layer and visual preferences. 

However, there are dimensions of the cultural landscape that are still missing from this 

typology. Due to the lack of European data we were unable to find suitable measures to reveal 
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which landscapes contain inspirational value or meaning, or which landscape bear important 

historic aspects that could bring local inhabitants a ‘sense of place’. Many landscapes may 

contain a value or a meaning not visible without certain knowledge of its past. One can think 

of places such as the Sherwood Forest, according to the legend once being home to the 

famous Robin Hood, or the landscapes that inspired artists to of major importance to the 

European culture. Although we know the location of Sherwood Forest, and we know for 

instance which poppy fields inspired Monet, a database of these types of landscape values is 

unavailable and it lies beyond the scope of this deliverable to create one. 
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5 Follow-up 

The final cultural landscape map (D4.3) will build on the material and classifications 

proposed in this deliverable and with that will closely follow the cultural landscape 

framework proposed in WP1. By revealing the location of cultural heritage across Europe this 

typology can help identifying which landscapes deserve more attention in order to protect 

cultural heritage and it can generate awareness among policymakers, scientists and the people 

for unique landscapes in Europe. Moreover the typology can unite those landscapes showing 

strong resemblance and cater for better conservation of cultural heritage on those landscapes. 

Furthermore, the typology will provide base material and European scale context to several 

other tasks and work packages. The typology will be used to synthesise case study results 

(WP3) to European scale, will provide a framework for mapping recent landscape changes 

(Task 4.3) and future threats and opportunities (WP5) and provide base data to and will be 

subject to ground thruthing in WP8 (Implementation of good landscape practices). The 

separate layers of the typology (structure and intensity, value and meaning, history) provide 

basis information for the survey on landscape practices and helps placing them into 

perspective.  

The cartographic layers of this typology will be made available via the HERCULES 

Knowledge Hub (WP7). Both an example of a predefined typology (explained in section 4.4) 

as well as the map layers of the three dimensions separately will be added to the Knowledge 

Hub. With this, the users of the Knowledge Hub can explore and compare landscapes across 

Europe based on the predefined typology, or can build their own typology in a “typology 

tool”. This not only enables people or practitioners to consult the typology but it will also 

provide the opportunity for people to improve the typology by adding extra site specific 

knowledge. Once the Knowledge Hub is well established, participatory mapping and data 

gathering will provide the opportunity to include new data layers.  

A final issue is the scope of the typology. Especially for value and meaning of the landscape, 

exact quantification is impossible due to the intangible nature of this component, but on the 

other hand multiple indicators or proxies can be envisioned due to the broad range of values 

and meanings people can attach to the landscape. In this typology we choose to approximate 

value and meaning based on preferences of inhabitants and others for the landscape. However, 

people can express the value and meaning of the landscape in multiple other ways. Most 

importantly, it is known that products or services that landscapes provide to people give value 

to the landscape. Consequently, the value and meaning component could as well be quantified 

through indicators for a wider range of ecosystem services. Ecosystem services however only 

provide benefits to people (and thus are of value) once there is a match between demand and 

supply of the services. Currently there is a lack of insight in the match between demand and 

supply of ecosystem services at European scale, most importantly due to the limited progress 

in demand mapping. This makes it difficult to find meaningful, direct proxies for the value 

and meaning component based on ecosystem services. We nevertheless expect a close link 

between cultural landscape characteristics and ecosystem service demand and supply and aim 

to further explore this link through overlays and comparisons of ecosystem service maps and 

the cultural landscape typology. In a similar way, we plan to explore links between cultural 

landscapes and biodiversity indicators. 
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